width. This zone correspondsto the linear topographic depression or central
trough in the profiles of Fig. lb. There
are two brightregions: a circularfeature
in the south about 350 km in diameter
corresponds to Theia Mons, and a diffuse but brightarea straddlingthe chasm
in the north. The brightestarea adjacent
to the chasm on the western side corresponds to Rhea Mons. The western por-
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tion of the image is characterized by
relatively low but variable backscatter
and lacks the prominentpatterns noted
in the central and eastern areas.
The distribution of bright and dark
linearfeatures is shown in Fig. lc. Most
are 25 to 100km long but some rangeup
to several hundred km in length. They
are arrangedwith the long axes parallel
to subparallel,trending north to north-

i

Fig. 1. (a) Highresolutionradarimageof centralBeta Regio. Resolutionis approximately2 km
(25). Variationsin brightnessare relatedto differencesin small-scale(wavelength-size)surface
roughness values (darkest areas are smoothest and brightest areas are roughest). Letters
indicatelocationsof profilesin (b). (b) TopographicprofilesderivedfromPioneer-Venusaltimetry
(14);datumis medianradius,6051.2km. WT, westerntrough;CT, centraltrough;andB, bright
area in (a). Verticallines markthe location of the edge of the image (a). Verticalarrowsmark
the best estimateof the locationof the majorboundingfaults. (c) Sketch mapof brightanddark
linear features in radarimage. (d) Sketch map of brightareas (B) with central dark regions
(black),lobate flowlikefeatures, and a dark area (D) with a centralbrightregion(B).
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east, and many are arrangedin en echelon patterns. The distributionof the linear features is closely related to the
central topographicdepression. On the
basis of these characteristics,the linear
features are interpreted to be areas
of enhanced roughness, or very steep
slopes associated with faults, or both,
andthis collection of faults relatedto the
centraldepressionare interpretedto be a
rift system as suggested previously on
the basis of topographicdata (11, 14).
The topographyand radarimage (Fig.
1, a to c) reveals much about the details
of the chasma (a central depression)rift
system. At the northernend of the image, the rift is approximately350 km
wide and appearsto be divergingtoward
the north into two segments (Fig. lb,
profile A-A'). Over the next 400 to 500
km to the south, the rift zone narrowsto
100to 200 km, andfaultingis concentrated in a centraldepressionbetween Rhea
Mons on the western rim and a radarbrightstructureon the eastern rim (Fig.
lb profiles B to E). The bright lines
interpreted to be faults are closely
spaced in this region, averaging10 to 20
km apart, and they extend for distances
of 25 to 150 km along the strike of the
valley. At the southernend of this region
(profileF) the rift structurewidens to 250
km, individuallines become locally more
prominent,but the chasmatopographyis
shallow.
Between profileF and Theia Mons, a
distance of 500 to 700 km, the topography of the chasma becomes complex.
The rift structure(profileG) is wide (250
km) relative to the topographicdepression to the north and the depressionhas
a differentorientationand appearsto be
offset slightly toward the east. The
change in orientationof the depression
(trendingmore northeasterly)is accompaniedby a similarchangein orientation
of the strikeof manyof the faults (Figure
1, a to c).
Between profile G and Theia Mons
(profilesH and I), two additionaldepressions are encounteredand the rift structure widens to at least 300 km. In the
vicinity of Theia Mons, the bright lines
are strikinglyless abundant,the chasmal
topographyis obscured,and the positive
topography of Theia Mons dominates,
suggestingthat Theia Mons may be superposed on the chasm and relatively
undisturbedby faulting. South of Theia
Mons, the rift structure appears to diverge with the easternarmbecomingthe
prominentDevana Chasmaandthe western arm extending into the surrounding
lowlands.Althoughthere is a wide variation in brightnessthroughoutthe chasma
regionof centralBeta (Fig. la), nonetheSCIENCE, VOL. 226

